Words for Numbers
Suggestions:
1. Look at each word. Focus on the part of the word that you find
difficult to remember.
2. Try to link the word with one that you already know which has a
similar spelling, or make up a rhyme using the individual letters of
the word (Some ideas have been provided. Ask your tutor if you
can’t think of any yourself).
3. Say the word again. Finger trace the word on the desktop, saying
each letter out loud. Say the word again.
4. Repeat step three with your eyes closed. Try to visualise the word.
5. Finally, say the word and then write it down, saying each letter out
loud as you do so.
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1. one: only one
one bone
2. two:

There is only one bone.

two twins There are two twins.
twins

3. three
4. four:

UR four
kjaur

You are four.

5. five
6. six
7. seven: seven: Seven is not an even number.
even
8. eight: One over the eight and I go home tipsy.
e
uyti g h
t
eight
9. nine
10. ten
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11. eleven: eleven is not an even number either.
even
12 twelve: twelve elves
elves
13 thirteen:

thirteen dirty shirts
dirty
shirts

14. fourteen:

four + teen

15. fifteen: fif + teen

fif

fif

fif

fifteen

16. sixteen: six + teen
17. seventeen:
18. eighteen:

seven + teen
eight + teen

eigh teen

19. nineteen
20. twenty
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Fill in the spaces!
1. There is only ________ bone.
2. There are ________ twins.
3. _______________
4. You are ___________ .
5. _______________
6. _______________
7. _______________ is not an even number.
8. One over the _________ and I go home tipsy.
9. _______________
10. _______________
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Fill in the spaces!
11. ____________ is not an even number either.
12. _____________ elves.
13. _____________ dirty shirts.
14. _______________
15. _______________
16. _______________
17. _______________
18. _______________

t

19. _______________
20. _______________
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